
The Road Odyssey House Bus

Combining the latest building technology MESH and some really great scripting brings a totally new 
level to the vehicle experience in second life. Never before have such things been possible. Driving this 
vehicle will most definitely change your perception of land based vehicles once and for all.

DEMO: Remember to come to my store and pick up the free demo and try it out first.

Features
Tinting windows
Working Speedometer
Working RPM meter
Seats 11
Smooth opening doors
Different sitting animations
Couples animations 
Projector head lights
Media TV
Smooth Driving Control
Advanced sim crossing
Realistic gear ratios
Working lights
Working Indicators
Realistic sound effects
Baked textures
Personalized plate option
4 colors
Free updates
Only 33 Prims!

Things to understand about this vehicle
It is rather big and only just fits on one side of most roads on mainland some roads it takes a little more 
room as they are narrow. It is possible to drive it on most mainland roads while still giving courtesy to 
other drivers coming in the opposite direction. The reason it is so big is so that avatars can freely walk 
around inside with out feeling to confined and camera restricted and so that it feels like a comfortable 
practical mobile home. 

Driving and handling.
This vehicle features a smooth and powerful incremental acceleration system advanced sim crossing 
technology and true to life gear ratios working steering wheel speedometer and Rpm meter.
We all know the reputation terrain based vehicles have in second life some of the older models drive to 
fast and have bad steering control sim crossing results in ether floating up or sinking into the ground for 
a few seconds or longer. This can truly impact the feeling and mood of the driving experience. I am 
happy to say that this Bus will cross seamlessly with out any interruptions other than a 1 second pause 
between crossings there is no floating or sinking. I am so confident with this smooth crossing system 
that I have even added a special counter to the HUD that will count how many sims you have crossed 
on your journey. How many sims can you cross in one adventure? Over all the driving and handling is 
extremely smooth and robust. So weather you are an experienced gaming driver or you are a beginner 



you will feel right at home driving this vehicle.

Gearing 
The gearing is setup to be as realistic as possible where first gear is very slow and has the highest 
torque ratio and the following gears decrease in torque as you change up. So it is important to 
understand driving up a hill may not work in 5 th gear in order to drive over hilly roads you will have 
to change down as you would in real life or other driving simulations.

Steering
Steering the vehicle is very easy because the turning ratios are automatically calculated based on a 
number of different things to ensure you get the best control over the vehicle at different speeds. At 
higher speeds the turning forces are increased to simulate true to life road friction and air resistance.  

Avatars Script Memory.
Remember that it is important to understand that you and your passengers will need to keep your avatar 
script memory usage below 2.5mb each in order to successfully make sim crossings. If you do have 
trouble crossing chances are one of your passengers are using far to much script memory this causes 
the region you are crossing into to take up to 5 to 10 seconds to accept the avatar and some times 
completely reject the avatar from entering much the same as one would have trouble teleporting with a 
very high script count. 

Animations.

This bus incorporates a new advanced pose system specially designed for this type of vehicle the seats 
have single poses and some seats have couples poses. 

Single poses
Single sitting poses are active by default you can change your sitting pose by clicking the sitting 
location or seat and using the pose toggling arrows.

Couple’s poses
In order to make use of the couple’s poses you must both set the couples option by clicking on your 
sitting location or seat this will then synchronize your seats both users can change the poses using the 
pose toggling arrows. There are male and female seats so you must sit on the correct side. You can 
click the bus and choose the option Show Pose this will show female seats in pink and male seats in 
blue for 4 seconds. Due to the way this system works there is no way to swap the seating like a pose 
ball system does. All poses are PG.

Also note that there is no guarantee that that the couple’s poses will work for all avatars and look 
correct due to the size differences. These poses can be adjusted so keep this in mind and remember you 
can always try out the demo bus first to make sure they work for you.

The seats force mouse look by default how ever you can turn this option off if you do not like it by 
clicking the bus and selecting seats then clicking M look Off.

I have included an option called AO pose this prevents the animation system from over riding your 
personal AO sits so you can use your own AO sitting poses.

All pose positions can be adjusted but the positions will not be saved if you delete the bus and re-rezz it 



they will only be saved for the time the bus remains rezzed.

Personalized number plate

You can create your own personalized number plate and load it on to the bus.
Steps to do this follows

1. Create a personalized number plate 512x256. Please do not use any Real Life logos or brands on 
your personalized plate also do not use the second life logo these are not allowed.
2. Upload the texture
3. Attach the HUD and click More > color > plates > load
4. Type your texture UUID into local chat with the word plate first then a comma then the uuid it must 
be written like this plate,d4a5f463-e74d-1a7e-82e5-32d24e687ba8
5. You are done. You do not need to enter this every time you rezz the bus as the number plate uuid is 
sent to the bus automatically each time you rezz it.

I have included a box containing 2 textures that can be exported and used in your favorite art software 
to give an example of how I created the plates you can chose to use these textures and simply add your 
own TEXT how ever you may choose to do some thing entirely different.

Driving tips
For the best driving experience on main land roads I recommend staying in first gear this makes the bus 
travel along at a relaxing 19Mph this ensures every thing loads as you move along and helps to keep 
the sim crossing smooth. Keeping your draw distance at 60~80 will also help and you will get to see 
and enjoy all the amazing scenery. Driving while in mouse look is also a good idea here you can get a 
view of the RPM and speedometer working. I have included some great Land marks of locations where 
you can rezz the bus on mainland remember that on the mainland roads there are many places you are 
allowed to rezz your vehicles. There is an entire world waiting to be explored. 

Options 

HUD options

Start: Starts the engine.

Stop: Stops the engine. 

Door: Open / Close

Lights On / Off
The lights also utilize the new projection lighting system so in order to see them you must enable 
shadows and enable the ability to see projectors. Clicking the dash board will give you the option to 
have high and low beam after the lights have been turned on.

Horn: Sounds the Bus horn. The horn can also be sounded by clicking the steering wheel while driving 
in mouse look.



Windows: This will allow you to change the color and opacity of both the inside and out side glass 
individually.

Eject: This will allow you to eject individual avatars from the seating layout.

Arrow on the left: This is a special feature that allows you to lift up the entire bus so that you can allow 
such things as trains trams and other road based vehicles to pass under you. Clicking it once will lift the 
bus clicking it again will place the bus back on the road.

Gears: Up and down arrows allow you to change the gears from the HUD. The gear you are in is 
displayed on the small box next to these arrows.

SC: Stands for Sim counter the button its self is only used to reset the sim counter. This function keeps 
track of how many sims you have crossed.

Indicators: You can control the vehicles indicators using the arrows “One click on the arrow will turn 
that indicator on and a second click will turn it off. Indicators may also be controlled while driving in 
mouse look by clicking on the RPM display to indicate left and clicking on the Speedometer to indicate 
right. These work the same as and along with the HUD indicator buttons. You can also turn the hazard 
lights on and off by clicking the Red button next to the indicator arrows.

More: This slides out another part of the HUD with more options.

Board On: This button allows avatars to board the bus while in operation by reconfiguring the physics. 
Unfortunately the vehicle must stop moving at this point so that it retains its parcel prim count usage. 

Board Off: This button will turn the boarding function off and optimize the physics for driving again.

Rezz bus: This allows you to rezz the bus from the HUD and is the best way to rezz it. Because it will 
rezz directly in front of your avatar at any angle you stand. So rezzing it perfectly in the correct 
position becomes very easy.

Color: Allows you to change the color of the bus you have 4 different colors Red Black white and blue.

Shiny: there are 2 levels of shine you can add to the bus 0 will turn off the shine 1 will give you the 
first level of shine and 2 will give you the second level.

Park On: This button will setup the RV so that it becomes Not-drivable the two front seats will also 
rotate around to face the rest of the RV seats effectively turning it into a large living room. This option 
is also important because this particular RV is drivable some camping parks in second life do not allow 
cars or vehicles that drive. Setting this option ensures that it remands a stationary mobile home.

Park off: Will rotate the front seats back into the driving position and the bus will then become drivable 
again.

Note: When switching between park on and park off I highly recommend standing up in between 
changes as the drivers seats becomes a normal optional posing seat.



Clicking the bus its self will give you the following options.

Public: Allows others to drive

Private: Prevents others from driving

Lock: Lock door / Unlock door makes it so only the owner can open and close the door.

Smooth Cros: Smooth Crossing system On / Off this is used to turn the smooth crossing system on and 
off it is on by default.

Pose: Allows you to change your driving pose and adjust your position.

Camera: This option gives you 3 different camera positions.

Follow Cam: Used for driving while looking at the bus you can use your mouse wheel to control the 
distance at witch the camera will follow.

Locked Cam: Used to lock the camera into position so the camera will follow the bus but leave the 
camera locked in place.

Roof Cam: Used for driving the bus with a view from the roof.

Inside lights: The inside lights can be turned on and off by clicking on them.

Media:

Media TV: (This is using shared media and will require a viewer 2 based viewer or any other viewer 
that supports shared media).

The Media TV currently only supports youtube this may change with future updates.

The button with 4 triangles pointing inward on the media TV. 
This is used to toggle the screen from the web page to full screen within the media TV. 

On: This is used to turn the media TV on (Requires a viewer 2 based viewer).

Off: Turns off the media TV

Opt: Options allows you to move the TV around to different preset positions.

Vol: This makes it possible for viewers to turn the volume up from the web site.

Load: clicking this will allow you to input any media link or web site url into the media TV. (Again 
note that only youtube videos will currently full screen correctly.)

Locking the RV door will also lock the TV so that only the owner can operate it.

Controls



Up Arrow or W – Forward 

Left Arrow or A – Turns Left

Right Arrow or D – Turns Right

Down Arrow or S – Revise

Page Up or E – Changes the gear up

Page Down or C – Changes the gear down

This is a little over 6 months solid work so if you have any problems or find a bug please contact me 
using second life IM to have it resolved.

FAQ:

Q: When I try to drive the bus I end up sitting some where other than the driver’s seat?
A: You must right click and sit any where on the bus’s main body. 

Q: Some times when driving on mainland roads the bus just stops and will not move forward?
A. This is because there might be transparent objects obstructing the bus. Press CTRL + T to view the 
obstructing object. Then try to drive around it.

Q: How do two avatars sit on the bed?
A: The first sitting target is the bed itself and the second sitting target is the windows.

Q: How do I put the number plate template textures on to my computer?
A: Save the textures out to your own hard drive because each viewer is different you will need to find 
out how to save the textures out on the viewer you use.

Q: When I click show pose the windows turn blue?
A: This is because the windows are the second bed sitting location.

Q: When I first rezz the RV I can not walk in with out jumping?
A: This is because some Mesh objects do not rezz perfectly level with the land. Simply right click the 
RV and move it so that you can see the wheels are level with the ground. Or you can sit to drive the RV 
then stand up again the RV will naturally become level and conform to the terrain. Now you should 
have no problems walking straight in to the RV.


